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M.I.T. PROFESSOR TO APPEAR 
AT UNIVERSITY SOCIETY MEET
A professor of meteorology g.t M.I.T. vill be on the University of Montana 
campus on March IT to discuss "The Circulation of the Atmosphere."
Dr. Edvard N. Lorenz, 1965-66 national lecturer for the Society of the 
Sigma Xi, received an A.B. degree in mathematics from Dartmouth College in 
1938. He received an A.M. degree in mathematics from Harvard in 19^0 and an 
Sc.D degree in meteorology from M.I.T. in 19̂ -8.
He has been vith the M.I.T. Department of Meteorology since 19^-8 except 
for leaves of absence spent at U.C.L.A. and Norske Meteorologiske Institutt 
in Oslo, Norvay.
Dr. Lorenz is expected to discuss atmospheric circulation insofar as it is 
generally organized into broad easterly and vesterly currents, some of vhich 
encircle the globe.
Embedded in these currents are large disturbances vhich appear somevhat 
in the pattern of vaves. Often several thousand miles across, there is consid­
erable variation in the positions and intensities of these disturbances. Smaller 
disturbances also occur. The storms vhich affect day-to-day veather conditions
are included in this catagory.
Similar systems of motion have been scientifically reproduced in small 
rotating tanks and have been stimulated by large electronic computers.
Dr. Lorenz vill discuss possible reasons for atmospheric preference of 
type of circulation. He vill also suggest some implications for the future 
of veather forecasting.
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